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In this work we study the effect of different synthetic conditions on thermal transport properties of poly(3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) by focusing in particular on the role of proton scavengers. To this aim,
different PEDOT samples were generated in silico using a novel computational algorithm based on a combination
of first-principles density functional theory and classical molecular dynamics simulations. The corresponding
thermal conductivities were then estimated using the approach to equilibrium molecular dynamics methodology.
The results show that the initial synthetic conditions strongly affect the corresponding thermal conductivities,
which display variations up to a factor of !2 depending on the proton scavenger. By decomposing the thermal
conductivity tensor along the direction of maximum chain alignment and the corresponding perpendicular
directions, we attribute the thermal conductivity differences to the variations in the average polymer chain length
!ave. A dependence of the thermal conductivity with the polydispersity index was finally observed, suggesting a
possible role of intercrystallite chains in enhancing thermal transport properties. By means of the Green-Kubo
modal analysis, we eventually characterize the vibrational modes involved in PEDOT thermal transport and
investigate how they are related to the thermal conductivity values of the samples.
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I. INTRODUCTION24

In the ongoing quest for nonfossil energy supplies, ther-25

moelectric devices are a promising opportunity. Thermal en-26

ergy is in fact produced almost ubiquitously, and in large27

amounts, in all conventional power supply stations, but a very28

large fraction (usually referred to as waste heat) is almost29

completely lost. In this scenario, the discovery of efficient30

thermoelectric materials could promote a sizable replacement31

of conventional devices for energy production with more32

environment-friendly thermoelectric ones [1]. This situation33

has motivated intense experimental and theoretical efforts34

aimed at increasing the efficiency of thermoelectric generators35

(TEGs), as well as at searching for new materials with optimal36

physical features. In this respect, organic conductive polymers37

are possible candidates as active constituents of micro-TEGs38

[2,3]. In fact, even if in terms of conversion efficiency they39

are not comparable with their inorganic counterparts, organic40

polymers are under investigation because of their interesting41

properties such as flexibility and biocompatibility, very useful42

in some specific applications where efficiency of conversion43

is not the main goal. The efficiency of conversion can be44

quantified by means of the figure of merit ZT [4], defined by45

a combination of the electrical conductivity " , the Seebeck46

coefficient S, and the thermal conductivity # [5,6] as47

ZT = "S2

#
T, (1)

*Corresponding author: cmelis@dsf.unica.it

where T is the average operating temperature. As mentioned, 48

at the state of the art, current values of ZT in organic polymers 49

are disappointingly low to make possible large-scale energy 50

production by organic-based TEGs [3,7,8]. Hence, several 51

investigations have been devoted to devise new strategies to 52

achieve at least a meaningful increase of ZT [9–12]. 53

It is generally recognized that the thermal and electrical 54

properties of organic polymers are usually strongly dependent 55

on their synthesis and on the resulting morphological features 56

[13]. This state of affairs justifies the large variability of 57

thermal and electrical conductivities reported in the literature. 58

In particular, the chain length has been identified as one of 59

the key factors in determining the overall transport properties 60

[14]. 61

Among organic polymers, poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythio- 62

phene) (PEDOT) is especially promising because of its 63

electrical properties (having a hole mobility as high as 3 64

cm2 V"1 s"1 [15]), air stability [16,17], and low thermal 65

conductivity. According to several experimental and 66

computational investigations, thermal conductivity values 67

have been reported as small as 0.3 W m"1 K"1 for poly(3,4- 68

ethylenedioxythiophene):tosylate (PEDOT:tos) samples 69

[18–21]. This good feature is paralleled by a simple synthesis 70

process which allows large-scale manufacturing [16,22]. 71

In a previous work [23] we demonstrated how the poly- 72

merization conditions, which are dictated by the choice of 73

proton scavengers, greatly affect the micromorphology of the 74

resulting PEDOT samples, with efficient proton scavengers 75

leading to an increase of the maximum and average chain 76

lengths. Moreover, we analyzed the impact of the chain- 77

length distribution on the degree of crystallinity. However, 78

2475-9953/2020/00(0)/005400(8) 005400-1 ©2020 American Physical Society
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the actual interplay between the synthetic process and the79

resulting thermoelectric properties is still a matter of debate.80

Motivated by this, in this paper we explore the impact of81

the proton scavengers on thermal transport. By combining82

molecular dynamics simulations and the Green-Kubo modal83

analysis [24] we compute the main component of thermal84

conductivity tensor
#
# . A modal analysis is then performed in85

order to identify the impact of morphology on the vibrational86

modes involved.87

We provide evidence that PEDOT thermal conductivity88

is strongly affected by the initial synthetic conditions, i.e.,89

the choice of the proton scavengers employed in the poly-90

merization process. By analyzing the thermal conductivity91

components along the direction of maximum chain alignment,92

we attribute such a difference to the variations in the average93

chain length !ave. Furthermore, by estimating the spatial ex-94

tension of the different vibrational modes involved in PEDOT95

thermal transport, we observe large differences depending on96

the proton scavengers used.97

II. METHOD98

A. Sample preparation99

We simulated the entire polymerization process starting100

from initial monomers and taking properly into account the in-101

fluence of different combinations of the main reactants used in102

real experimental conditions. The computational protocol em-103

ployed and the stipulated reaction mechanism are described in104

full detail in our previous work [23]. Here we briefly outline105

the main features of the two-step algorithm. The Gibbs free106

energy variation $G(n) (where n is the number of monomeric107

units composing the oligomer) is first calculated for each108

polymerization reaction:109

$G(n) = $G0(n) + $G(n)0$% + $G(n)sol, (2)

where $G0(n) is the gas-phase Gibbs free energy of reaction110

HXn"1H+ + HXH+ + Am + Bm&

!HXnH + AHm+1 + BHm&+1 (3)

where HXn"1H and HXnH are polymer chains of length n " 1111

and n, respectively, and Am and Bm&
are the proton scavengers,112

either neutral (m, m& = 0) or anionic (m, m& = "1). $G0$%
113

is the thermodynamic correction accounting for the transition114

from gas-phase state to standard condition [25], which can be115

calculated as116

$G0$% = $nRT ln
!

RT
pV %

"
, (4)

where $n is the difference between the sum of moles of117

products and the sum of moles of reactants, p is the gas-phase118

pressure (1 atm in the present case), 1/V % is the solute con-119

centration (assumed to be 1 mol L"1), T the polymerization120

temperature, and R the ideal gas constant.121

Finally, $Gsol is the solvation Gibbs free energy account-122

ing for solute-solvent interactions for each reactant and prod-123

uct. The scavengers investigated in this work are summarized124

in Table I.125

At this stage a fully ab initio calculation is performed126

via density functional theory (DFT), as implemented in the127

TABLE I. Polymerization conditions analyzed in this work and
eigenvalues %' and %p1,p2 associated with the three axes of the inertia
tensor calculated for each sample. Eigenvalues are expressed in
nondimensional units.

Sample ID Scavenger A Scavenger B %' %p1 %p2

pyr Pyridine Pyridine 0.82 0.76 0.42
pyr+wat Pyridine Water 0.81 0.70 0.49
tos Tosylate Tosylate 0.83 0.73 0.43
pyr+tos Pyridine Tosylate 0.77 0.73 0.50
tos+wat Tosylate Water 0.78 0.65 0.57
wat Water Water 0.70 0.66 0.64

GAUSSIAN 16 software package [26]. Then, a simulation box 128

containing N 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene (EDOT) monomers 129

is generated and aged in an NVT ensemble by means of classi- 130

cal molecular dynamics, using the LAMMPS software package 131

[27]. Interactions have been described using the AMBER force 132

field [28]. A cutoff radius of 10 Å is used for Lennard-Jones 133

interactions, while electrostatic long-range interactions (i.e., 134

exceeding the cutoff radius) were computed using a particle- 135

particle particle-mesh (pppm) solver with an accuracy of 10"4
136

kcal mol"1 Å"1. 137

The formation of a chemical bond between two molecules 138

is described as a Markov-like mechanism: using the $G(n) 139

calculated in the previous step, a bond creation probability 140

p(n) is defined as 141

p(n) = min(1, exp($G(n)/(kBT ))), (5)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T the operating tem- 142

perature, to quantitatively describe how likely is the formation 143

of a bond between two units closer than a given distance 144

threshold (3 Å in our case). If the bond is created, the force 145

field underlying molecular dynamics (MD) simulations is 146

updated by introducing the new bonds, angles, and dihedrals 147

using an approach similar to the methodology developed by 148

Gissinger et al. [29]. By developing a specific polymerization 149

code applying this protocol, PEDOT samples resulted to be 150

characterized by different chain-length distributions. The av- 151

erage chain length ranged from 2 up to 19 monomeric units. 152

In order to evaluate the impact of the chain-length distri- 153

bution on thermal transport, the protocol described in the next 154

section has been used. 155

B. Thermal conduction 156

The calculation of thermal conductivity in our samples 157

was performed using the approach to equilibrium molecular 158

dynamics (AEMD) method [30–32]: a steplike temperature 159

profile was initially imposed within the system along a given 160

direction, next evolving according to the heat equation 161

&c
'T
't

=
$
! ·(#! ·

$
! T ), (6)

where
#
! is the thermal conductivity tensor, & the mass density, 162

and c the specific heat. 163

In order to create the steplike profile, two regions, one 164

for each half of the sample, were defined and, respectively, 165

equilibrated at the target temperature T1 = 350 K and T2 = 166

005400-2
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FIG. 1. Simulation box for AEMD simulation. The simulations
cell (L side) is divided in a hot region (left, red), thermostatted at
T1 = 350 K, and a cold region (right, blue) at T2 = 250 K to establish
a steplike temperature profile.

250 K using a Nosé-Hoover thermostat (Fig. 1). During167

the equilibration of the left (right) region, the atoms of the168

opposite right (left) region were kept fixed in order to avoid169

any heat exchange during the thermostatting period. After170

the initial equilibration, the following unconstrained dynamics171

was generated in an NVE ensemble by recording the average172

temperatures (T i
1 (t )) and (T i

2 (t )) of both regions. Since the173

samples display no structural order, the initial temperature174

profile was separately imposed along the i = x, y, z directions,175

corresponding to the orthogonal edges of the periodically176

repeated cubic simulation box (L side).177

The evolution of the average temperature difference178

$T i(t ) = (T i
2 (t )) " (T i

1 (t )) between the two regions of the179

system was fitted onto the solution of Eq. (6), which reads180

$T i(t ) =
+*#

n=0

8$T i(0)
(2(2n + 1)2

exp
!

"#ii(
2

&cL2
(2n + 1)2t

"
, (7)

by using the fact that off-diagonal components of the thermal181

conductivity tensor
#
! were found to be sufficiently small182

to be negligible. Because of this, only diagonal components183

#ii enter in Eq. (7). We remark that in the fitting procedure184

the sum was truncated at n = 20. We checked that further185

increases of n do not affect #ii.186

Simulations were carried out on cubic samples of 118 Å187

side in periodic boundary conditions along each direction:188

each sample contains as many as !105 atoms. Equations of189

motion have been integrated by the velocity Verlet algorithm190

with a time step of 0.5 fs. Since the temperature-difference191

profiles appear to be very noisy when the average temperature192

difference between the regions is below !5 K, an ensemble193

average (ten trajectories for each curve) was performed for194

each sample by varying the initial equilibration periods.195

C. Modal analysis196

In order to unveil the effect of the chain-length distribution197

on the thermal properties of the samples, the Green-Kubo198

modal analysis (GKMA) was employed [33]. Relying both on 199

long MD runs and on the diagonalization of the dynamical 200

matrix [34], this methodology represents a valuable tool to 201

investigate thermal properties in systems with broken transla- 202

tion invariance, where the validity of concepts like phononic 203

group velocity and mean free paths is questionable. For this 204

reason, GKMA has already been successfully employed in the 205

study of amorphous and paracrystalline materials [33]. 206

In GKMA, each Cartesian component #µ) of the thermal 207

conductivity tensor
#
! is calculated from the equilibrium 208

current-current autocorrelation function, according the Green- 209

Kubo relation 210

#µ) = *

kBT 2

$ *

0
(qµ(t ) · q) (0))dt, (8)

where * is the system volume, kB is the Boltzmann constant, 211

T is the system temperature, and the angular brackets denote 212

an ensemble average of the product of the heat fluxes µ, ) 213

Cartesian components qµ,) (t ) at a given time t . The compo- 214

nents are obtained from the vibrational eigenmodes extracted 215

from the dynamical matrix, defined as [33] 216

Dl+, j, = " 1
+mlmj

'Fl+

'r j,
, (9)

where ml is the mass of the lth atom, Fl+ the + Cartesian 217

component of the force acting on the lth atom, and r j, the 218

, Cartesian component of the displacement of the jth atom. 219

The eigenmodes of the system, extracted from the diago- 220

nalization of the dynamical matrix given in Eq. (9), yield a set 221

el,s of 3N vectors (with N the number of atoms in the sample). 222

For each s eigenmode, a heat flux operator Qs(t ) is defined 223

according to 224

Qs(t ) = 1
*

N#

l=1

%

El ẋl (s, t ) +
N#

k=1

(Flk ẋl (s, t )rlk )

&

, (10)

where * is the total volume of the sample, El is the total 225

energy of the lth atom, Flk is the force acting on the lth atom 226

when the kth atom is displaced, and rlk is the distance vector 227

between the lth and kth atoms. Each Cartesian component µ 228

of the heat flux operator Qµ,s(t ) is related to the corresponding 229

qµ(t ) heat flux in Eq. (8) by the relation 230

qµ(t ) =
3N#

s=1

Qµ,s(t ). (11)

The contribution of the sth mode to the velocity of the lth 231

atom is represented by ẋl (s, t ) and it is obtained by projecting 232

the total velocity vl of the lth atom onto the eigenvectors of 233

the matrix given in Eq. (9) according to 234

xl (s, t ) = (vl · el,s)el,s. (12)

During an NVE run, Qs(t ) is calculated for a simulation time 235

as long as 200 ps; the overall thermal conductivity # , defined 236

(as is common in the literature [33]) in terms of the trace of 237

the thermal conductivity tensor, 238

# = 1
3

Tr(
#
! ) = #xx + #yy + #zz

3
, (13)
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FIG. 2. Time evolution of the average ($T i(t )) along the three directions i = x, y, z of a pyr (left), tos (center), and wat sample (right):
smooth lines represent the result of the fitting on simulated data.

can then be computed within the the Green-Kubo formalism,239

referring to Eqs. (8) and (11), as240

# = *

3kBT 2

$ *

0

'
3N#

s=1

Qs(t ) ·
3N#

s&=1

Qs& (0)

(

dt . (14)

The contribution of each mode can be then explicitly calcu-241

lated by relying on the total heat flux operator in Eq. (11)242

evaluated at t = 0 in Eq. (14), which can be recast in the form243

# = *

3kBT 2

3N#

s=1

$ *

0
(Qs(t ) · q(0))dt =

3N#

s=1

#s, (15)

where #s is the contribution of the sth mode to the thermal244

conductivity.245

In order to investigate the number of monomers involved246

in each vibrational sth mode, a participation ratio (PR) was247

defined as248

PR = 1
N

) *N
l=1 e2

l,s

+2

*N
l=1 e4

l,s

, (16)

where el,s are derived from the diagonalization of the dynam-249

ical matrix.250

The definition of the PR makes it possible to determine the251

spatial extension of each of the s modes involved in thermal252

transport. In fact, if the eigenmode analyzed involves a large253

group of atoms, i.e., if the spatial extension of the eigenmode254

is large, PR !1, while in the case of localized modes the PR255

is very close to zero and decays as a function of the number256

of atoms, N , involved [PR = O(N"1)] [35]. Starting from this257

different behavior, Allen et al. [35] proposed, by studying the258

paradigmatic case of amorphous silicon, a classification of259

extended modes in diffusons, for which the PR quickly decays260

to zero, and propagons, characterized by a larger and almost261

N-insensitive value of PR.262

Finally, in order to better characterize the vibrational263

modes, we define [33] the average coordination number as the264

weighted number of bonds with first neighbors involved in a265

given mode. It is calculated as 266

n̄s =
*N

l=1 nC,l e2
l,s*N

l=1 e2
l,s

, (17)

where nC,l is the coordination number of the lth atom, and e2
l,s 267

is the squared modulus of its displacement vector. 268

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 269

A. Dependence of thermal conductivity ! 270

from the adopted scavenger 271

Figure 2 shows the time evolution of the average tempera- 272

ture difference ($T i(t )) during the simulation in the case of 273

pyr (left), tos (center), and wat (right) samples. 274

For pyr and tos samples, a different ($T i(t )) evolution 275

depending on the i direction is observed, while in the case 276

of wat samples the evolution is isotropic. We argue that the 277

actual choice of the proton scavenger for the polymerization 278

process largely affects the heat propagation, thus generating 279

anisotropy which we attributed to the fact that pyr and tos sam- 280

ples shows significantly higher crystalline volume fractions 281

with respect to wat samples [23], as well as higher average 282

chain lengths !ave. 283

In order to better clarify the observed anisotropies occur- 284

ring for relatively high !ave values, we estimated the compo- 285

nents of the thermal conductivity tensor
#
! along the direction 286

of maximum chain alignment (#' component) and along the 287

two corresponding orthogonal directions (#p1,p2 components). 288

They were obtained as follows. 289

Starting from a polymerized sample, we defined an orien- 290

tation vector for each unit as the direction identified by the 291

position of two specific carbon atoms of the thiophenic ring 292

[Fig. 3(a)]. These M normalized vectors were then translated 293

in order to point out from a specific origin [Fig. 3(b)]. This 294

representation is equivalent to M points within a sphere [yel- 295

low in Fig. 3(b)] of unitary radius. In systems characterized 296

by long-range order, it is expected to observe all such points 297

concentrated around two poles of the sphere, corresponding 298
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(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 3. Schematic representation of the procedure used to estimate the direction of maximum chain alignment: (a) polymeric configuration
in real space: the black arrows represents the specific C-C orientational vectors; (b) polymeric configuration in the orientational vector space
where unitary fictitious masses are attributed to each point lying on the unitary sphere surface; and (c) representation of the inertia tensor in
the orientational vector space: the blue arrow represents the direction of maximum alignment.

to the direction of maximum chain alignment. In amorphous299

structure, instead, the distributions of these points within the300

sphere must be uniform, since no special directions are present301

in the sample.302

In order to determine the direction along which the largest303

number of chains is aligned, a fictional unitary mass was304

attributed to each of the M points and all the components of305

the corresponding inertia tensor were computed. The mean306

direction of maximum alignment can then be found by esti-307

mating the eigenvalues of the real non-negative corresponding308

density matrix and looking for its column vector associated309

with the lowest eigenvalue [Fig. 3(c)].310

The analysis of the eigenvalues (Table I) associated with311

each density map clearly suggests the existence of a long-312

range order in pyr samples. At variance, wat samples appear313

to be mainly amorphous. This observation is consistent with314

the results reported in Fig. 2 and previously [23], where we315

provided evidence about the increase in crystallinity of pyr316

samples compared to wat samples.317

After the calculations of the three axes of the inertia318

ellipsoid, the inertia and thermal conductivity tensors were319

simultaneously diagonalized in order to obtain the thermal320
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FIG. 4. Thermal conductivity components along the direction of
maximum alignment, #', and the two orthogonal directions, #p1,p2.
The dashed band displays the range of experimental # previously
reported for PEDOT:tos samples [18–21].

conductivity component along these three main directions. 321

The off-diagonal entries resulted in being negligible with 322

respect to the diagonal #', #p1, #p2 components, which are 323

plotted for each sample in Fig. 4. The dashed band represents 324

the # previously reported for PEDOT:tos samples [18–21]. 325

The results provide robust evidence of the role of chain 326

length in determining the magnitude of the resulting thermal 327

conductivity: it is in fact shown that samples characterized 328

by longer chains (pyr and pyr+tos samples) exhibit higher 329

in-chain thermal conductivities compared to wat samples, in 330

which #' reaches its minimum, resulting in being indistin- 331

guishable from the two #p1, #p2 components. 332

Referring to Fig. 4, we observed a good agreement between 333

the results for #' obtained from our calculations, #' = (0.29 ± 334

0.01) Wm"1 K"1, and the values reported in the literature 335

[21], #' = (0.286 ± 0.001) Wm"1 K"1, for PEDOT:tos sam- 336

ples. 337

It is interesting to observe that even if out-of-chain com- 338

ponents are negligible with respect to the #' component 339

in high anisotropic samples, a slight reduction is observed 340

moving from pyr samples to the wat ones. We argue that in 341

amorphouslike samples the average distance between chains 342

is greater than the corresponding distance in more crystalline 343

samples, resulting in a decrease of the interaction which, 344
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FIG. 5. Average #' and #p values of the samples analyzed plotted
as a function of average chain length ! (in monomeric units): #p is
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in turn, is detrimental for thermal transport. As observed in345

Ref. [23] an increase in crystallite fraction from 0.8% to346

49% is related to a shift of the peaks of the sulfur-sulfur347

radial distribution function of (0.06 ± 0.01) nm, suggesting a348

reduction of the average interchain distance.349

Figure 5 shows the average #' and #p values of the analyzed350

samples as a function of !ave. A sharp increase of #' as a351

function of the average chain length can be observed while352

the average #p shows a much weaker dependence on !ave. We353

further observe that samples characterized by longer chains354

(pyr and pyr+tos samples) exhibit higher parallel thermal355

conductivities compared to wat samples, in which #' reaches356

its minimum, resulting in being indistinguishable from the two357

perpendicular components.358

In addition, #' depends also on the polydispersity index359

(PDI) (Fig. 6), suggesting a possible role for the intercrys-360

tallite chain in enhancing the thermal transport properties361

of PEDOT, in strict analogy with the effects on electronic362

transport observed by Noriega et al. [14] and Kang and Snyder363

[36] in their works.364

The strong dependence of thermal conductivity on the365

chain length is finally confirmed by estimating the thermal366

conductivity for different samples corresponding to different367

stages of the polymerization procedure (in the case of pyr368

samples), in which !ave increases with time. The result, shown369

in Fig. 7, clearly shows the impact of increasing the chain370
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FIG. 7. Evolution of thermal conductivity components of the pyr
sample, #' and #p, during the polymerization process.
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as a function of the oscillation frequency for wat (purple) and pyr
(green) samples.

length on the overall thermal conductivity. In particular, along 371

the direction of maximum alignment number the increase of 372

# is almost monotonic. 373

B. Modal analysis results 374

In order to provide additional characterization of the im- 375

pact of morphological features on the vibrational modes (i.e., 376

heat carriers) involved, we performed a Green-Kubo modal 377

analysis. In Fig. 8 the average weighted coordination number 378

ns [see Eq. (17)] for pyr and wat samples is plotted as a 379

function of the frequency ) of the vibrational eigenmodes. 380

Simulations indicate that the number of monomers in- 381

volved in each vibrational mode in pyr samples is significantly 382

higher compared to that of wat samples. This is quite relevant 383

in explaining the higher thermal conductivity corresponding 384

to pyr samples, since the number of units involved in each 385

vibrational mode is a direct measure of the spatial extent of the 386

mode. We conclude that in pyr samples even low-frequency 387

vibrational modes are characterized by an overall extension 388

of about 12–15 monomeric units. Therefore, they are more 389

effective in the thermal energy propagation if compared to the 390

case of wat samples, in which the extent of each vibrational 391
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mode is limited to two to three monomeric units in all the392

range of frequencies investigated.393

By further analyzing the corresponding participation ratio394

as defined in Eq. (16) and reported in Fig. 9, we observe that395

in pyr samples the low-frequency modes are more spatially396

extended compared to the case of pure wat samples. The397

participation ratio decay is in fact much slower than in the case398

of wat samples, determining a larger efficiency in propagating399

thermal energy. In the case of wat samples, on the other400

hand, the faster decay of PR indicates that such vibrational401

eigenmodes are spatially more confined. This property is402

detrimental in terms of thermal transport since eigenmodes403

above the frequency threshold of !5 THz cannot efficiently404

sustain extended heat currents along all the sample (Fig. 10).405

Our picture is confirmed by Fig. 10 in which the nor-406

malized cumulative thermal conductivity #s [defined as in407

Eq. (15)] is shown as a function of the frequency ) of the408

vibrational modes in the range 0–10 THz. In both cases de-409

picted in Fig. 10 the cumulative thermal conductivity quickly410

converges to its final value at around 2 THz; however, the411

approach is different: while in the case of pyr samples the con-412

vergence value is reached almost monotonically, in the case413

of wat samples, after an initial sharp increase, negative con-414

tributions are present in the range 1–2 THz, leading to a de-415

crease of the cumulative thermal conductivity. This behavior416

is not in contrast with the definition of #s()) since the terms417

involved in Eq. (15) can also be nonpositive, revealing the418

presence of a sharp decrease in the number of modes involved419

in heat propagation (the so-called propagons: low-frequency420

modes extending for several monomeric units before scatter-421

ing [33,35,37]). At the same time, we observe a corresponding422

increase in the number of modes related with a pure diffu- 423

sion of the thermal energy (i.e., diffusons: vibrational modes 424

immediately scattered and lacking a meaningful mean free 425

path [33,35,37]) for which the participation ratio PR quickly 426

decays [see Eq. (16)]. 427

IV. CONCLUSIONS 428

In this work we have investigated the effect of different 429

synthetic procedures on PEDOT thermal transport properties. 430

To this aim we generated realistic PEDOT samples by means 431

of a novel computational algorithm based on a combination of 432

first-principles density functional theory and classical molecu- 433

lar dynamics simulations. We then estimated their correspond- 434

ing thermal conductivities by using the AEMD methodology. 435

We observe a clean dependence of PEDOT thermal trans- 436

port properties on the initial synthetic conditions, i.e., the 437

choice of the proton scavengers employed in the polymer- 438

ization process. By decomposing the thermal conductivity 439

parallel and perpendicular components with respect to the 440

direction of maximum chain alignment, we prove that the 441

main contribution to the overall # is in the chain direction, 442

while thermal conductivities in the perpendicular directions 443

are significantly lower and less influenced by the average 444

chain length. 445

We further characterized the vibrational modes involved in 446

PEDOT thermal transport in terms of their spatial extension by 447

computing the average number of monomers involved in each 448

vibrational eigenmode and the contributions of each mode to 449

the thermal conductivity. We remark that, while in the case of 450

pyr samples the spatial extension of the modes is relatively 451

high even at low frequencies (0–2 THz), wat samples are 452

characterized by vibrational modes involving few monomeric 453

units (two or three). Such a difference can be directly related 454

to the different thermal conductivity values: in particular the 455

higher thermal conductivity value estimated for pyr samples 456

is directly caused by the higher chain lengths resulting in a 457

higher delocalization of the corresponding vibrational modes. 458

The present scenario unveils the critical influence of proton 459

scavengers in determining a high degree of anisotropy in PE- 460

DOT thermal transport by affecting the overall average chain 461

length and leading to a spatial limitation of low-frequency 462

vibrational modes crucially responsible for thermal conduc- 463

tivity. 464
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